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Exclusives�Available Again!
Cube A Libre

Improved, Upgraded
Version

This was an excellent effect over
85 years ago and it still is today!

The numbers on two stacks of
blocks are arranged in different
orders.  One stack is covered with
a tube.  Upon the tube�s removal,
the numbers match on both
stacks.  The tube can be shown
empty at any time.  The numbers
always match regardless of how

the blocks are stacked.

Impeccable design, manufactured to exact
specifications.  A class effect, excellent
craftsmanship!  This model features a
completely new mechanism that is brilliant and
far superior to any model that Stevens Magic
has sold before!

Both tubes stand 17.25 inches tall. Each block
measures 3 x 3 inches.

Lower Price!  $360

Tommy Wonder�s
Rubix Card Deluxe

A beautiful, handcrafted wooden box is shown,
which contains several small cubes, of which there
are different card pips on each cube.  (None
matching).  The performer then takes the lid and
covers the box and has a card selected.  The
spectator is told to concentrate on the card and
its pips...and then the spectator is told to take
the lid off the box and magically, the once assorted
cubes are now assembled in perfect color and
order to reveal in splendor the picture of the
chosen card!

Note: Egg Timer colors subject to vary from Coral, Pink, Green. DICE STYLE
(COLOR) subject to vary. Manufactured by Indomagic Land.

        Deluxe With Egg Timer...$92.50

    Performance Only

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rubiks-card-tommy-wonder-indomagic-land/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cube-a-libre/
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Christopher Taylor Presents
Machina

We at Stevens Magic are pleased
to have gotten a small number of
Chris�s latest item that has been
all the rage!

Imagine, divining a participant�s
Zodiac sign without a single
question asked! How? The board
will signal if a pendulum is swinging
yes/no and which of the four
corners the pendulum is held over.
The slate can be divided into four

quadrants with chalk and various things written in each quadrant; the board will
signal which quadrant is being written in or which one the pendulum is over.
Limitless applications. Watch the trailer for more information.

Your Machina set will include:
� The 8 x 10 inches (20cm x 25cm) electronic board, lovingly finished and aged
     by master craftsman, Paul Kostrach in the USA.
� 48 hours of continuous-use battery life.
� Magnetic spherical pendulum.
� Custom fitted slate cover.
� Special vintage-style chalk holder for use with the slate.
� One year warranty.
� Access to the secret page on our website with instructional videos and a PDF.
� Matchbox-sized receiver with 50+ meters range. NOTE: The Machina receiver
is compatible with OHM2, Apogee, Eclipse and Gemini (soon to be released).

$395

Beveled Corners

**VER**VER**VER**VER**VERY IMPORY IMPORY IMPORY IMPORY IMPORTTTTTANT NEWS**ANT NEWS**ANT NEWS**ANT NEWS**ANT NEWS**
We have a new website... StevensMagic.GlobalStevensMagic.GlobalStevensMagic.GlobalStevensMagic.GlobalStevensMagic.Global

Check it out�it has over 12,000 magical tricks, books, dowloads
 and DVDs!  Sign up to receive specials, just go to the new site!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/machina-christopher-taylor/
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Nick Lewin Presents...

Ultimate Gypsy Yarn
If you are looking for powerful effects to add to your show that fits flat in your top
pocket�this is it! The ultimate close up and parlor effect that is a guaranteed to be
an audience pleaser!  This is Nick�s routine that is 100% practical and audience
tested, and is why it continues to remain one of his signature effects after 35 years!

Nick�s routine combines strong visual magic with an emotional storyline that really
packs a punch with real life audiences. This deluxe professional routine comes
with everything you need to perform the effect. Two specially made gimmicks,
a CD with custom royalty free music tracks, thread, all the tools needed to prepare/
perform the trick, a full script and the DVD that allows you to master every aspect
of the routine and add it to your show. The DVD supplied with this package allows
you to add a masterpiece to your act without the 30 plus years of learning curve it
took Nick to perfect it. The video footage supplied with this package contains
detailed instructions for both preparing and performing the ultimate version of this
classic effect. Every detail and nuance of the routine is covered in this DVD and it
is a virtual master class on performing this classic effect for an audience ranging
from 5 to 500 people.

Important Note: This is NOT the standard handling of the Hindu Thread as
detailed and repackaged by so many other performers. It has been re-thought and
re-designed to maximize the impact while ensuring the effect is completely foolproof
and visually effective in keeping the audience�s attention where it belongs�on the
thread. The routine is the centerpiece of every show that Nick performs and contains
many innovations and subtleties that will delight the discriminating performer.

Worth Every Penny!          $149

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-gypsy-yarn-nick-lewin/
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More From Nick Lewin
Six Card Déééééjààààà Vu

The classic six card repeat done in a
professional and entertaining way!

Fits into your pocket and is always ready to
perform.  The routine has been updated with a
twist that adds a huge punch to the effect.

The perfect effect to open or close any show
and will work at any point in between.

Nick regularly closes his second show with
this exact routine!

Everything needed to perform this routine is
supplied, including a detailed DVD!  Thirty years

of performing this effect and mastering it to its full potential is taught. This handling
will become a favorite for you as you learn and watch a pro.  Don�t take this
effect lightly�little things can make a huge impact... IF you master them!

   $39

Ultimate Signed
Card In Envelope

A fabulous close-up routine�in a
different way!  A perfect routine for the
strolling magician!

This is a sleight-of-hand effect that involves NO
actual sleight-of-hand, but appears to take a lot
more skill than it does!

A freely selected card is signed, and then arrives
inside an envelope that has been resting in full
view on the table in front of the performer PRIOR
to the selection of the card.

�  No Palming.  � Envelope can be sealed.
�  The effect ends clean.  � Angle proof.
�  Automatically resets at the conclusion and is ready to repeat!
�  A professional routine that entertains and is easy to do.

Don�t miss this one�especially if you like card effects!  Not just a normal �take a
card effect�.

   A Bargain!        $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/six-card-deja-vu-nick-lewin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-signed-card-in-envelope-nick-lewin/
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Nick Lewin�s Masterpieces
Cruise Magic 101

By Nick Lewin
How To Make A Great Living Performing

Magic On Cruise Ships
Sound too good to be true?  Well not when you have
read these tips!  Secrets and information in this truly
ground-breaking book will show you how!

After 40 years of performing, Nick has become one
of the highest paid and highly regarded performers in
this lucrative market!  From A-Z Nick covers the
topics that will get you into the Cruising
Industry. From getting
bookings, getting to your
ship and what to do when

you get there.  The tips and techniques and solid
information are a �Gold Mine� for those aspiring to enter
into the Cruise Business.

An encyclopedia of information in the 68 pages of this
book. Ten chapters of information that you will
enjoy, even if you do not aspire to perform on
cruise ships!

Book...$25
Nick Lewin�s

Ultimate Slow Motion
Newspaper Tear

Truly A Classic Effect In The Magic World!
Nick�s version is clear cut and can be performed in
any venue!  It is a clear-cut effect that can be performed
for any size audience, and it can be presented silently
or as a talk item.

This version has been created and based on
the brilliant Alex Elmsley Tear.  The presentation
has been re-thought to add a much bigger punch to
the effect.

This DVD teaches exactly how to prepare and present the effect.  Thirty plus
years of actual performing experience have made Nick�s handling of this effect the
�Ultimate� in audience reaction.  Nick closes every show with this effect and has
learned how to make it look like one of the closest things to real magic you will
ever witness.  Now he teaches you to do the same!

A big bargain that will play BIG for you!               DVD...$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cruise-magic-101-nick-lewin-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-slow-motion-newspaper-tear-nick-lewin/
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Omar Ferret Exclusive!
Cup And Coin

Visual Magic!
Incredible

craftsmanship!
As you would expect from the
name Omar Ferret. Omar�s
work reminds me of Auke
Van Dokkum, as it�s the same
high-quality craftsmanship,
and again just like Auke,
Omar also is a professional
performer�simply watching
this video demo will convey
that. This is a fantastic utility

prop for close-up, parlor and especially for those who
enjoy coin magic. The unit is constructed by hand by
Omar Ferret. The cup does �all the work� for you!
Think of the possibilities you can incorporate using
this custom crafted effect. Even better, the fact that
these are made by hand�means they will not be mass
manufactured�which means you will have something
unique and special.

Dimensions: Each unit weighs 3.5 ounces. The
mouth measures 2 inches and it stands 2 1/8 inches
tall. It comes with the cup and special Eisenhower
gimmick and additional non-gimmicked Eisenhower
Coin and velveteen bag.

Important Note: While no skill is needed since the cup does all the work, this
product is geared toward medium to advanced coin workers, that have command
of basic techniques.  It does not come with any details regarding these techniques
�again�just like Auke Van Dokkum�s products.

$125See other Omar Ferret items exclusively
available at Stevens Magic on our website!

AAAAATTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!TTENTION ALL!
We have a new website... SteSteSteSteStevvvvvensMaensMaensMaensMaensMagicgicgicgicgic.Global.Global.Global.Global.Global

Check it out - it has over 12,000
magical tricks, books, downloads and DVDs!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cup-and-coin-omar-ferret/
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Magic Smith Presents...

Mark Jenest�s
MagiCard

It�s magic everywhere you want to be!
Keep this magical credit card in your wallet,
and you'll always be ready to perform spur-of-the-
moment miracles for strangers. It's packed with magic
and gags, all built into a realistic looking credit card.

The MagiCard comes complete with the very realistic
custom-designed credit card plus illustrated instruction.
There are five miracles just inside your wallet!

 Don�t Miss This One!   $15

PyroKinesis 2.0
Just imagine. . . you pick up any
unprepared matchbook and unfold
it. Now, with just the matchbook at
your fingertips, you ask for silence
as you stare intently. After a
moment, without warning, the
entire book of matches
spontaneously self-combusts!
Check out the online video�it
will leave a burning impression.

People are doubly shocked because they just touched the matches a moment before.
All they can claim witness to is you, the borrowed matches, and your awesome
mental powers.  Pyro Kinesis 2 (PK2) allows you to make any book of matches
spontaneously combust. . . on a moment�s notice. PK2 is completely self-contained�
there are no chemicals and you control exactly when the matches catch fire.  The
possibilities are positively frightening�light a cigarette with the burning matches,
or rub the burnt match heads across your arm to reveal a spooky prediction. You
could even order custom printed matchbooks, and hand out the burnt matches as
your business card�they�ll never forget you or the macabre miracle you just
performed.  PK2 comes with everything you need including online video instruction
explaining everything. You�ll be up and running in just 5 minutes and reset time is
just a few seconds.  PK 2 is smaller than the original model, rechargeable and fits
like a glove in your hand. It features state of the art electronics all encased in a steel
and ABS plastic housing. It�s so tiny, and the handling so tight, your spectators will
swear your hands are empty.

The new instructional video includes handlings for both paper and wooden matches.
Once you see it, you�ll agree there isn�t a better way to make matches self-combust!
Includes PK2 gimmick, mini USB charging cable and online instruction.  Because
of the nature of this effect, PK2 can only be sold to adults. Flash paper (a
small amount is needed per use) sold separately.

 $70

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pyro-kinesis-2-by-magic-smith/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magi-card-mark-jenest/
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Magic Smith Winners!
Departure

A borrowed ring vanishes in the cleanest
way�both of the performer�s hands are
clearly empty. He reaches into his back
pocket and brings out his keys. The
borrowed ring is on his key ring! This is
the world�s most impossible and invisible
ring flight. Built right into an ordinary

looking key fob that fits on a keychain, Departure is a ring flight that can withstand
the closest scrutiny. It is whisper silent and mega powerful. The carabineer clip
(included) makes attaching the ring absolutely effortless. Includes Departure key
fob, black anodized carabineer clip and a link to the online instructions.

$30

Lightning
Controlling light and controlling energy
makes great magic!  You�ll be able to
make a light bulb spontaneously
illuminate, flicker and grow in intensity
as your psychic energy builds. The light
bulb can be in your hand, or far away.
It�s the perfect lead-in before you shatter
a bulb � (i.e., Big Bang) also available at

SME. LIGHTNING is 100% self-contained, tiny and very powerful and comes
with an instructional DVD.

$22.50

The No. 2 Pencil
The No 2 Pencil is a visually striking animation from start
to finish as the �No 2' symbol on a pencil disappears,
reappears and then for a finale slides and stretches. That's
right, it's a real �No 2' stamped on a real pencil that looks
like real magic�really!

The No 2 Pencil has been featured on national TV more
than any other close-up effect. With eight appearances on
the Learning Channel and numerous appearances on the
Disney Channel, the No 2 Pencil is now rumored to have
its own parking space at Spago!  It's cute, funny and a
great natural prop to carry around with you. It's always

ready to go and resets instantly. Gregory Wilson helped with the directions and
patter�they're hilarious and packed with more puns than you can shake a thin
yellow stick at!

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/no-2-pencil-chris-smith-magic-smith/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lightning-version-2-0-magicsmith/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/departure-derek-roberts/
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Back In-Stock

Magnetic Spirit Slates
This limited edition set of magnetic spirit slates are handcrafted from quality
hardwoods by an expert artisan. The natural finish highlights the woods beautiful
grains. The precision machined metal flap fits perfectly and is easily transferred
from the nonmagnetic slate to the magnetic one, thanks to beveled inner edges.

This set has a very limited run�maximum of 20. The set includes two wooden
slates one magnetic, the second nonmagnetic, one metal flap, custom storage
bag, chalk, instructions and Ray Hyman routine.

These slates are generally used in a séance or spirit-type performances�where a
ghostly message appears on slates that were previously shown blank!  (Your choice
as to what message you want to appear.)  Often the performer puts a piece of
chalk between two blank slates and when
slates are shown again, a message has
appeared.

We highly recommend these professional
slates as we have looked for a long time
to find a high quality set�and these are
it!  Regular price is $150.00.

Special Price...$120

You Save $30,
While Supplies Last!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-slates-chazpro/
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Mental & Mystical Marvels

ESP Telepathy Cards
Briefly�Five ungaffed envelopes are
shown, each with an ordinary, blue card
inside. Each has a different ESP symbol
on them. A spectator selects any card,
then turns it over and puts it back into
the envelope. All the envelopes are
closed, then thoroughly mixed. After the
mixing, no one�the spectators or the
performer�knows which envelope
contains the selected card.  The performer deals the envelopes into a row on a
table and has a spectator select one...it is the correct symbol! Instead of having the
spectator locate the envelope, the performer can hold each one to his forehead
one at a time to get a mental impression, then set aside one envelope�the one
containing the selection!

Note: Each card is identical in size�shape and color�only the symbols are different.

The method is so subtle and fool-proof, that it is the perfect principle for many
routines, from standard magic effects, to mentalism. The props can be thoroughly
examined. Effects can be repeated.  Includes five envelopes, five special ESP cards
and instructions.

$10

Mental Telepathy
Cards

Briefly�Six ungaffed envelopes are
shown, each with an ordinary, white
card inside. A spectator selects any card,
signs it, then turns it over and puts it
back into the envelope. All the envelopes
are closed, then thoroughly mixed. After
the mixing, no one�the spectators or

the performer�knows which envelope contains the selected card.  The performer
deals the envelopes into a row on a table and has a spectator select one...it is the
correct envelope with her signed card! Instead of having the spectator locate the
envelope, the performer can hold each one to his forehead one at a time to get a
mental impression, then set aside one envelope�the one containing the selection!

Note: The envelopes are identical and are not marked in any way. Each card is
identical in size, shape and color.

The method is so subtle and fool-proof, that it is the perfect principle for many
routines, from standard magic effects, to mentalism. The props can be thoroughly
examined. Effects can be repeated.  Includes 30 Telepathy Cards, 6 manila envelopes
and updated instructions.

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-telepathy-cards-blank/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-telepathy-cards/
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Chazpro Miracles
Die Cipher II

A brass canister, lid and die are examined. As
you look away, a spectator puts the die in the
canister, remembers the number on top and
covers the lid. You turn around, concentrate,
then write a number on a piece of paper. The
lid is lifted, revealing the number on the die...it
matches your answer! No questions. No fishing.
This clever device gives you all the information.

Thanks to Chuck Leach's improvement in the
design, you no longer need to turn the box over

to discern the number. Don't confuse Die-Cipher II with the various versions of
Mental Die. This is much better! A Chazpro Best Seller!

$50

Shamrock Cup
Coins vanish and appear with this specially made
cup. There is no end to the routines possible.
Coins vanish one at a time and more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo Colombini. Use
with U.S. Half Dollars or English Pennies�
Provide your own coins. Easy to do. No
difficult sleights. Extremely limited edition!

$30

PK Block Complete
The block is placed on a table (not leaned, like
other methods). The performer concentrates and
causes it to fall over whenever he wants (no
guessing and stretching your patter, like other
methods). Block is again examinable and the
routine is repeatable.  You can even cover the
block with a large jar or pitcher, so no one can
suspect blowing or threads. The block falling over
in a �chamber� looks eerie!  For a different
routine, raise goose bumps on your spectators
when a �spirit� makes the block slide to the left

or right, in a �yes� or �no� séance routine.  Effects can be performed seated at a
table, or standing.  The PK Block stands  3.5 inches tall, 1.5 inches wide and .75
inches thick and has a natural, unfinished look.  This is the complete kit.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/new-pk-block-complete-by-chazpro-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/die-cipher-ii/
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You�ll Love These!
Tom Stone Present...

Factory Blanks
From one of magic�s most respected
performers and thinkers�Tom Stone. Tom
has teamed up with Card-Shark (makers of
some of the most innovating and visual card
effects), to bring you�Factory Blanks.
Now listen�if you call your order in on the
phone, no funny jokes asking for this effect
in Blue or Red Backs!

Imagine a Blank Deck that isn�t! Dual
Reality at its Best. The isolated spectator
can clearly see every single card while the
audience only perceives a deck of blanks.
Mind-blowing!  This effect sold out within
90 seconds after Tom Stone�s lecture.

Prepare yourself to get your brain twisting around this clever principle. Due to the
physics of the human eye, all the fine details seen by the spectator vanish completely
two to three steps away. The experience of your isolated spectator is totally different
from that of the audience, who believes they are seeing a blank deck. Fantastic
possibilities, get yours now!

   See This Video!          $35

The Conundrum
The Conundrum is the latest of these
impossible creations and was crafted in the
workshops of Dr. Paul and Bill
Montana. The effect was created for the
close-up performer and/or restaurant
worker, and is very different from the
standard card and coin trick. Its also very
visual and can be used in a couple of
different ways.  (See website for
detailed explanation of effects.)

The overall size of the Conundrum is 3.5
x 3.5 inches and 3/4-inch thick.  It also
features a hand rubbed varnish finish on
the puzzle parts. The back of the puzzle
pieces have a felt back.  The Conundrum
was built to last a lifetime.

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/factory-blanks-by-tom-stone/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/conundrum-bill-montana-dr-paul/
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Klaus The Mouse
Here comes the cutest trick you will
ever own, Klaus The Mouse. Don�t
underestimate this effect! Women
love the mouse because she is so
cute, men like the mouse because
they want to figure out why it works
and they have no clue.

Klaus The Mouse is a trained wind-
up toy that will find any selected and
signed playing card. Klaus will not
only stop at the spectator�s card; at
your will the mouse pushes away all other cards above it! Or it will immediately
kick out the chosen card from the card spread!

Don�t take this innocent looking wind-up mouse for a cheap kid�s toy. The mouse
is cleverly gimmicked and works with any Poker Deck! The effect is easy to perform,
the mouse can be examined as well as the spectator�s freely chosen card. You will
love your cute new assistant. The mouse comes in random colors.

 A Great Seller!       Not a Cheezy Trick!        $35

Red Tongued
Snake Coils

The Snake Coil has arrived and he has one thing
on his mind�to be the HIT of the party!  Traditional
mouth coils have been one of the greatest paper
products in magic.  Imagine a coil snake appearing
from your mouth!  Or open up a bag of potato chips
and invite the children to have a few�and then,
with a bewildered look, you reach in and pull out
the snake coil!

The new Snake Coils sold exclusively at
Stevens Magic, knocks it out of the park!   It takes
what was previously a confetti-type product and

personifies it into something boys will love and girls will run from�a SNAKE!

As with standard coils, these too may be produced from the mouth or other logical
places including hats, bags, buckets, fake rocks, kids� shirt pockets, collars, shoes
or other props!  Add it to your snake can or snake basket routine.  Magic and
science programs would also be an ideal program for its use.  Whatever you can
imagine!  We suggest flicking the tongue from under the head, after you have
pulled it out a couple of feet.  Check website for more details and
PERFORMANCE TIPS!

Come in packets of  9 Coils...$12.50

What Was That?!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/snake-coils-red-tongued/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/klaus-the-mouse/
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Baby Bunny
The Magic Bunny

Baby Bunny does the magic with his
cute magical booklet. This is not a �take
a card� effect. It is more than that�
with excellent audience participation.

Simple to perform and highly
entertaining. Cards are mixed or
shuffled. Then spread on the table, some
face up and some face down. Baby

Bunny predicts (without ever knowing) how many cards are face up and how
many are face down! PLUS Baby Bunny will even tell you how many are red and
black and how many are of one suit and has a final prediction that will �blow you
away.� Baby Bunny tells all, sees all and knows all.  Comes complete with Baby
Bunny and routine. Use your own deck of cards. Highly recommended.

 $15

Keep Them Guessing!

The Tumble Bug
A wonderful pocket effect!

A mysterious, pocket, magic gag that produces a lot
of fun for everyone!  One of those rare items from
the past.  It�s cute and you will love it!!

Lots of laughs!  Fools everyone!  Simple to
do!  Watch the little TUMBLE BUG fool
everyone as it does a complete sumersault
for the performer, but impossible for the
spectator!

         $8

Spotty
An empty bag is shown and then
two handkerchiefs magically
appear�one black, one white.
Then they change color... the
black is now white and the white,
black! Ok, not convinced, let's
make spots appear... black on the
black, white on the white! Ok, let's
try again... now the black spots are
on the white and visa versa! But

wait! I think one is missing... Spot! Where are you? The bag is turned inside out
and there is the face of our dog, �Spot�!

Great Comedy!   $30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baby-bunny-the-magic-bunny/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tumble-bug/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spotty-the-dog/
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Simply Deceptive
Another World

Based on a simple game of
intuition.  Inspired by the
Magical Mind of Paul Curry!

This is the FIRST commercial
release from the 2-TIME Stage
Magician of the Year�Rob
Zabrecky!

An extraordinary demonstration by
a spectator with nothing more than
20 pocket-sized photographs of
Houdini�the Master Magician and
his wife Bessie. Twenty picture
cards of Harry and Bessie are dealt
in four face-down piles. In the end,

all of the cards in the two Houdini piles, are in fact pictures of Houdini! And all of
the cards in the two Bessie piles, are of Bessie!

Easy To Do.  Resets In Seconds.  Perfect For Walk-Around.  Specially Printed
Cards from the United States Playing Card Company.

$20
Rotating Pencil

Wonderful impromptu magic effect!
Carry it in your coat pocket�always
ready to perform!

In effect... A perfectly ordinary pencil
mysteriously turns completely around
before your very eyes.

�  May be instantly repeated!
� Can be performed by anyone
     anywhere.
� Can be shown surrounded.
� No false moves.
� No sleights.
� Can be done in a bathing suit!
� Nothing added or taken away.

Don�t miss this one!  Lots of fun for small price!
$10

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/another-world-rob-zabrecky/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rotating/
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Truly Revolutionary!
Poker Test 2.0

The magician shows five cards which are all
fanned out, the backs are all painted with the
same eclectic blue back pattern, while all the
faces are blank.  The magician closes the fan
and asks a spectator if they can remember what
the bottom �face up� card was they just viewed.
The spectator is naturally puzzled by the
question, as they all were blank faces.  Yet the
magician now shows the bottom card is really
an Ace of Diamonds.  It gets better because not
only did the Ace of Diamonds magically appear
from a previously blank faced card, but now the
magician displays all the backs of the cards�

magically changed to familiar RED back Bicycle Poker Cards! For a powerful
finale, the magician reveals the fronts of all the previously seen blank faced cards�
and he is left holding a royal flush�the best hand you can have in poker!  These
are powerful, mulit-sequencial magic effects and even better:

Can be done sleeveless or naked.  Resets in a matter of seconds.  Self contained.
Gimmicks included.  Bonus handling and routine ideas.  Versatile gimmick.  Comes
with everything you need and a DVD.  For More Details�Access Our Website!

Versatile Gimmick Included...$25

The Ghost Matchbox
The Ghost Matchbox is DIFFERENT form
ALL others because of the clever gimmick.  It
allows the drawer to slide both IN and OUT of
the matchbox, something that you were unable
to achieve with most of the matchboxes before!
You will now be able to end your animated
matchbox routine in a way that both makes sense
and is very mystifying.

Try this routine in front of a live audience and
you will be amazed at the response it will receive.
Used for professionals for years.  Simple to
perform.  Easy to carry.  Superb for table-
hoppng, close-up and walk-around.  Detailed
illustrated instructions.  PLUS it comes with
John Calvert�s handling!  If it is good
enough for John, it will surely be good enough for YOU!  Don�t miss
this one!

A Classic Revisited!   $12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-test-2-0-wdvd/
+https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-matchbox/


PAYMENT METHOD:

❑  MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com


Qty Total
Item
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Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Magic Latex Presents...
Latex Apple

Breaking News! Red Latex Apple from Magic
Latex, is now available to be purchased individually.

The finest looking latex apple you have ever seen.
It�s so good, you will have to fight yourself from
wanting to bite into it! It�s so good, that used as a
production device, your audience will be �none
the wiser!�

And as far a production goes, the skies are the
limit. You can make the apple appear using flash

paper, produce it from inside a cook book or from any place you desire. The
product has a small hole, which is easily hidden with a fingertip. The hole is necessary
by design to avoid vacuum effects while at the same time, quickly recover its shape
after it has been crushed. The hole also serves double duty as a place to hide silks,
and then make them appear. This item, like all Magic Latex products, is hand made
with attention to detail.

$20

Magic Tweet
Latex Blue Canary

Wonderful!  The amazingly realistic attributes that
Felix created with his blue canary!  The yellow
canary was the first item from Felix�s quality
products, to really gain attention! Now this latest
variation will do the same.  Exceptionally realistic,
when you learn how easy it is to animate it�you
yourself will have trouble wondering if it�s real or
not!

You will receive a small bird made with 100%
high quality latex.  And due of the exact latex density, it gets back to its original
shape in an instant, so you can perform an instant apparition throwing smoke or
lighting a piece of flash paper/thread.  It can appear from a mobile phone or
�tablet� when a �Twitter� message is received.
From a fan of cards or the card case.  Inflate a small balloon and transform it into
a little bird.  You can make the well known trick where you play with two paper
bags and a real bird, which you simulate to kill. No doubt a very funny trick.  You
can hide it easily in one hand, so you can make it appear from a regular silk
handkerchief.

You will receive a link to an instructional video explaining all the productions
shown in the demo video and tips for proper use and maintenance. The video is
very graphic with instructional demonstrations for easy understanding.

$24

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-apple-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-tweet-magic-latex-blue-canary/
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Bob Solari�s Magical Marvels

Miser�s
Miracle

Performer holds a �stainless steel cup� in
one hand and reaches into the air with the
other hand and plucks a half dollar out of
thin air! (You know the routine.) The half
dollar is dropped into the cup and produces
an audible �cling!� This action is repeated
many times until the performer makes
another upward motion with the cup only
�this time.� A single JUMBO half dollar
coin jumps out of the cup into the air and
the previously produced half dollars have
now changed into the JUMBO half.

Supplied with a stainless steel coin pail, a
jumbo half dollar coin 3-inches diameter
and a normal half dollar incorporated into
a special gimmick. The il lustrated
instruction sheet explains the routine.

          New Version!   $30

Metamorphosis
Bills

A $1.00 and $5.00 bill change
places under IMPOSSIBLE
CONDITIONS!

Works with new-style bills as well as old-
style.  Both bills can be borrowed.  Both
bills can be examined.  No magnets or
wax.  Any denomination bills can be used.
No sleight-of-hand needed!  The magic
happens in the spectator�s hands.  This
trick has been around for years and
there are many variations.  All of them
are good, but NONE were examinable
UNTIL NOW!  Metamorphosis Bills
have NO limitations.

Excellent for close-up or walkaround.
Money magic always creates interest!
Everything is supplied.  Easy to do and
you just carry it in your pocket!

$13

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/misers-miracle-solari/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/solaris-metamorphosis-bills/
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The Unexplainable!
Jeff  McBride Presents...

BEKOS
(Best Ever Knots Off  Silk)

You take a silk and tie a knot in it� then
slide the knot off the silk. This can be
repeated again and again! At the end the
silk is shown to have three large holes in it!
Surefire laughs! You can even have an
audience member help tie the knot and then
slide it off the silk.

This effect comes with very detailed printed
instructional as well as a private link video that will teach you the finer points as only
Jeff can do�and do so well.  Jeff incorporates various approaches and teaches the
effect at a very good pace.  Add it all together and you have the finest quality
version of this effect ever produced on all fronts.

Features access to a video instructional where Jeff does a Super Job in
teaching this effect in incredible detail.  In fact, you can even have a
spectator tie the knot on the silk!

$40
Roscoe & RoseRed Presents...

Necksnapper
Astonish your street, stage, parlor or close-up audiences
with this startling illusion.  In clear view, you wrap
TWO thick chains around your neck, tie them tight
and then in plain sight�YANK THEM
VISIBLY THROUGH YOUR NECK!

Packs small.  Packs LIGHT because the
chains are plastic.  Plays HUGE!  Gives
the believable illusion of heavy metal
chains�even in the parlor.  Easy to
perform solo or use FOUR chains with
your assistant.  Audience may examine
the chains.  Roscoe regularly performs
his Necksnapper surrounded.  Comes
with two thick plastic chains, the secret
gimmick and Roscoe�s instructions,
sketches, patter and performance ideas.

�RoseRed and I call it the Necksnapper because
that�s the audience reaction�every single time!   It�s
our closer.�  --Roscoe

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bekos-best-ever-knots-off-silk-red-mcbride/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/necksnapper-roscoe-rosered/
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Buma�s Sells Out At Blackpool!
Neptune�s Orb

The performer introduces an EMPTY band�
about 14 inches in length�it contains two small
pearls, one permanently attached at each end
of the band. The performer positions the band
horizontally, held taut between their hands.  The
performer now positions the center of the
EMPTY but tautly held band directly under the
spectator�s palm down hands. At the
performer�s request, the spectator separates
their hands from above the center of the band
revealing the center of the band which now
contains a large shimmering pearl

PERMANENTLY threaded onto the very center of its tautly held band!  Next, the
performer takes the band with the large pearl and holds it taut horizontally between
their hands and asks the spectator to touch the large pearl. Suddenly, slowly and
visibly, the large pearl starts to move on its own, first a little to the left, then a little
to the right, then moves almost all the way to the left, then moves back to the
center of the band.

Performance Benefits: Fits in your shirt pocket, no setup. Easy to master.
Handcrafted  by Buma.  Includes FREE Buma leather carrying case for the
pearl. Website features more photos of the Pearl and Case!

$47.50
FingerTration

The performer borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill.  The
performer then folds the bill in half lengthwise, held
horizontally in the performer�s left hand with the now
folded over section of the bill facing downward.  The
performer then points upward into the fold from
underneath the bill with the index finger of their right
hand, directly at the center of the bill�s open �middle�.

The performer now partially inserts their right hand
index finger into the bottom of the bill�s open center
when suddenly they thrust their index finger right
through the center of the bill��in one side and out the other��the performer�s
index finger is now actually seen to be emerging from atop the other side of the
bill, its �outside� surface.  The performer is now seen to visibly slide their penetrating
index finger vertically up or down, right through the center of the bill when suddenly
they are seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.

Performance Benefits: Always ready to perform, the gimmick fits in your shirt
pocket.  Easy to master.  Under your complete control, may be instantly repeated.
Totally Impromptu! Can be performed seated or standing.

$25

You Hear The
Bill Being

Penetrated!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fingertration-buma/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/neptunes-orb-buma-house-of-magic/
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Esoteric Kennedy
Available Again!!

The performer shows an ordinary half
dollar and places it on a playing card.
Unbelievably, the coin begins to move by
itself.  It rises up from the card and stands
on its edge.  It twists and turns before
returning to its original position on the
card.  They won�t believe this one!  Carry

it in your pocket all the time and be ready to blow them away!  No threads or
magnets!  Manufactured by Stevens Magic.

$30

Spinning Stacked Half  Dollars
Spinning Stacked Half Dollar�No threads! No
magnets! Totally angle proof! Perfect for walk-around
or street magic. Exceptionally visual. Amazingly clean.
No sleight-of-hand! Can be repeated in seconds. Coins
can be shown front and back. Real US Currency. Each
one of these effects must be hand crafted! No Machine
can manufacture this coin.  Yet each set is precision made.

Performer attempts an unreal effect by taking two half
dollar Kennedy coins and attempts to stand one on top of
the other until it is actually �balanced� on top of the other
coin.  After a little effort in fact this impossible feat
happens, but what happens next takes this effect

exponentially in a different direction.  The magician can actually flick the top coin
that is balancing on top of the lower one and, in doing so, the coin visually spins in a
circular motion�without falling off the coin.  Just as the magic happens, all of a
sudden the top coin looses its grip and falls on the table or floor, the entire time the
lower coin is in full view.  A true levitation if there ever was one.

By permission of  Domenico Dante�Progetta Magia     $30

Kennedy Half Dollar Tricks

Zeus Coin Set
Kennedy Half  Dollar

A new and versatile coin gimmick that allows you to
perform incredible coin magic.  Using this innocent
gimmick, you will be able to perform visual multiple
coin productions, vanishes, changes, penetrations
and more.  Complete with the gimmicked coins and
written instructions with many more ideas to
stimulate your creativity.

 $50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spinning-stacked-half-dollars-sme/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-kennedy-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zeus-coin-set-half-dollar/
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More Coin/Money Tricks
Famous Hook Coin

You don�t have to be a coin worker to enjoy and perform
with the Hook Coin.  It does the work for you.  You are
always ready to perform with the Hook Coin.  The Hook
Coin is like no other coin effect on the market.  It is not a
folding half!  It is not a magnetic coin!  It is not two-sided.  It
doesn�t use a pull.

Some of you reading this ad copy may have never seen a
Hook Coin as it hasn�t been talked about too much in recent
years.  Comes complete with the instruction book, history,

routines and also DVD of Bill Spooner�s special routine.

     $22.50

Bill Pryor�s
Impossible Dream

This is the perfect money effect to carry in your
pocket. It�s outstanding and we already know
everyone loves money. Even better, it�s easy to
perform and gets a great reaction.  When you
consider the price, take into consideration that
it takes $9.00 just in bills to create this special
effect and it comes completely ready for you to
perform.

A $2.00 bill changes into TWO $1.00 which all
changes into a $5.00 bill! All of this happens in
a twinkle of the eyes! It happens directly under
the noses of the spectators.  Natural moves!
Nothing suspicious!  No difficult sleights!  Grabs
instant attention!  The perfect effect for trade
show workers!

$30

Porper-Illusion Works�s
Quarter Sorter Cups

Two brass cups are placed on a table for
examination.  Three quarters are introduced
(borrowed or provided) and are dropped into either
one of the cups by a spectator.  Next the coins
are poured into your hand, and then mysteriously
travel back into the cups.  This is repeated many
times showing how magically, the coins invisibly
travel back and forth.  For a grand finale, both cups are raised�under one, a stack
of coins is discovered; under the other, a solid ball!  You supply your own quarters.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hook-coin-bill-spooner/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/quarter-sorter-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impossible-dream/
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EvoFlex
This is a great, new backdrop from Spider.
Lightweight, ingenious and very quick to
install.  Makes a show out of your act.  The
area behind the EvoFlex provides a nice,
quiet space to get ready for your show.  It
is the perfect addition to the Spider Line
and has already generated impressive sales
because of its great price and reputation of
quality that only Spider can produce.

EvoFlex consists of two individual pop-up frames with drapes and stabilizers.  They
can be setup individually, side by side or with the entrance curtain.   It comes with
a handy wheeled duffel bag, which makes the transport very easy.  The setup time
is less than three minutes.  When it is packed down in the bag, it�s only 44 inches
long by 8 inches high and 12 inches wide.  The drapes are permanent flame
retardant and available in 16 different color combinations using
combinations of Royal Blue, Black and Burgundy (mix and match) to
form one set.  Additionally you can choose one of the three colors for a
complete set.

Extra Shipping Required On This Item...$1,100

Exclusive Spider Products

Spider  Folding Tables
Without question the most universally
recognized product Spider manufactures.  Sleek
in design, compact, durable and secure�these
are the perfect prop tables for the working
performer.  Whether purchased individually or
to accentuate other Spider products.  Either
way, they will serve you well. The tables are
constructed by frame aluminum and feature
translucent Plexiglas tops�so there is nothing
suspicious about them at all.  Like all Spider
Products they pack up well and are easy to
transport and are just as quick to set up and
breakdown. Tables are available in the following
sizes, but for one great price!

Table 1:  35-inches high�Surface 12 x 12-inches
Table 2:  35-inches high�Surface 16 x 16-inches
Table 3:  31-inches high�Surface 12 x 12-inches
Table 4:  31-inches high�Surface 16 x 16-inches

No Discounts...$230 each table

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=evoflex&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=spider+folding+table&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-model-3-magic-table/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-2-magic-tables/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-4-magic-tables/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-1-magic-tables/
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Chicken Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop?!  Bite into
some fun with this gag. David is now offering
one of the funniest sight gags ever created. The
Chicken Sandwich is brought to the forefront
of comedy again after many years. Children as
well as adults will be amused by this well timed
pun. In the past, these were made entirely from flimsy
�felt� material. This Chicken Sandwich is all hand cut,
sanded, painted and assembled in wood one by one. Built
to last a lifetime. Incredible quality!

Can be viewed from all angles as front and back are both
painted to represent a �chicken.� Priced way too low for
the amount of workmanship involved. Easy to use, Just
lift top up and down to open and close.  Get yours now.
Don�t be �chicken� to try it. These won�t last long
as they are individually handmade.

$35

Lots Of Fun
Three Button Monte

A clever way to have fun
with spectators!

�Step right up ladies and
gentlemen!  Win yourself plenty
of money.  You get two chances to
win.  Yesterday we gave away $100!
Today could be your day to win!
You can�t lose YOUR money,
you can only win MY money!�

The Con Man shows that ONLY one
button of the three lights the bulb.

After showing this, the spectator then gets to choose two buttons of the three to
light the bulb!  If they light the bulb, they win!  Alas, the spectators never can
light up the bulb.  After they choose two of the three bulbs that don�t light up, the
Con Man shows them it is the last bulb that always lights up.  Spectator can
change their decision each time and regardless of their choice of two bulbs, it is
always the last bulb that lights.

A terrific price for such a powerful routine.  Battery operated.  A fabulous bit for
trade show workers.  Example: After the demo; �You will never lose
money when you deal with Stevens Magic!�

You Win�They Lose!   $47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-button-monte/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-chicken-sandwich-david-martinez/
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Ton Onosaka�s Classics

Bananapple
Giant plastic cards with appearing silk-screened
fruit.  A really cute routine in which the audience
cannot follow the position of the bananas and
the apple.  In the end, all that�s left of the apple
is the core!  Two clever gimmicks do the trick!

$47.50

Future Traffic
A simple frame is shown, containing three square
plaques�each a different color (Red, Yellow,
Green).  The performer removes the plaques, mixes
them and returns them to the frame in a new
arrangement.  He keeps the back toward the
audience, so the order is kept secret!  Three large
plastic clips are shown�also Red, Yellow, Green.
Members of the audience are asked to decide where
the clips should be placed along the edge of the
frame.  Their choices are FREE and uninfluenced,
the arrangement of the clips is completely fair.

The frame is then turned around, not facing the
audience�lo and behold, the placement of tHe colored clips matches the colors of
the square plaques PERFECTLY�a MIRACLE!

   Don�t Miss This One!   $60

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made.  One at a
time, each Queen vanishes from its
packet.  They are physically gone from
the card, leaving only a cutout space
where the picture used to be!  So, where
did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over�all four Queens
have assembled, printed on that one
card!  Specially printed and die-cut
gimmicks.  Use your own deck.

$16

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/future-traffic-ton-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bananapple-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/four-face-assembly-goldstein-onosaka/
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Mentalism From

Copenhagen
By Dennis Hermanzo

This is a book several years in the making,
and one we are very excited about at Stevens
Magic. As many of you know, we are known
for Mentalism. We received an advance copy
of this book from Dennis, and it was
thoroughly vetted, reviewed by several well-
known luminaries in the industry.

The verdict in, from luminaries to our own
local pool of experts (which I may say, we
are very proud of)�and THEY LOVED IT!
The concepts are clear, concise and easy to
execute. If I have to make an analogy, in
terms of style and format, it is very similar
to the hugely successful Luca Volpe�

Psychic Show Book . In the end, it is book that we are very proud to have bear
the Stevens Publishing Name and is our first project of 2016.

If you are not familiar with Dennis, do not let this deter
you. Dennis is a very well studied, and honed performer.
In his own words: �There are 20 effects in the book!
(197 pages) Every effect in this book has been
performed many times in real situations, except
one! Using classic principles is why they work. I
have learned from the best, Bob Cassidy,
Richard Osterlind and Banachek. Their work
inspired my life and set a blueprint for my years
in this wonderful world of Mentalism.� � Dennis
Hermanzo.

�  Everything in this book is based on classic principles!
�  No Effects Rely on Pre-Show Work!
�  No Effects Rely on Electronics!
�  No Effects Rely on Stooges!

Clean, Crisp, Classic Mentalism�the type used by real workers who make their
living and reputations due to the fact they know when you are on the front line you
need sure-fire consistency.  The power of the effects lies in the presentations.
Simple but POWERFUL!

Note: There are a few blindfold effects taught in the book and we are including a
FREE blindfold with �pre-sale� purchases, as long as inventories last.
This book is hard bound, lots of photos to help illustrate, size 8.5x11 and 197 pages.

Pre-Sale Price...$75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mentalism-from-copenhagen-dennis-hermanzo-book/
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Richard Webster Presents...
The Alexander Nelson

Trilogy
Three books in one! Now, you can get all
of Alexander Nelson�s previous works,
including his first book, which was sold as a
limited edition soft-back and hasn�t been
available for many years! This is possible
because we purchased the rights for this
material directly from Alexander himself.

We are equally excited to also make this
combined series available at an incredible price
of only $150! In their original offering the
sum total for all three books was
$302.50! That is an incredible 50% reduction
for all three books! Plus all three books in �one�
tome!

Alexander Nelson is the pseudonym of a well-
established UK mentalist. In this booklet, he

explains his signature method of Q&A in which nothing is written down. He also
explains three different versions that he uses on repeat bookings. The rest of the
book shows you how to do Journey Readings. Alexander is a gifted psychic reader,
and in his readings he takes his clients on a journey that helps them resolve any
problems and concerns that they may have. In addition, his readings provide his
clients with peace of mind, contentment, and an awareness of their spiritual nature.

In effect, during the course of a reading, Alexander reaches into the person�s
soul, and temporarily becomes that person. The words he says are apparently
taken from the person�s subconscious mind, as he takes the place of the person
he is reading for.

These readings are easy to present, but have a profound, long-lasting effect on
his clients. Alexander knows he can�t provide readings or do Q&A for everyone,
but he�s concerned that his ideas might be misused, or shared widely with people
who won�t understand or appreciate them.

Here are just a few routines found within this incredible book...

Alexander Nelson: Alexander�s Q&A Act, Alexander�s Secrets, Alexander�s
Journey Readings and lots more!

Intimate Secrets: Feeling Energy, Entering The Body, Zodiac Reading, Journey
To Atlantis and lots more!

Believe: Spirit Guide Portrait, When Will You Die?, Project A Tarot Card, Today
is Your Lucky Day and lots more!

$150

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-alexander-nelson-trilogy-richard-webster-book/
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Truly A Winner!
Out Of  My Hat

The Magic Of
David Garrard

By Roger L. Omanson
FFFFForororororeeeeewwwwwororororord bd bd bd bd by Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Bury Lance Burtontontontonton

Out Of My Hat contains some of
the magic that has made David
Garrard popular with audiences
throughout the United States for
almost 50 years and garnered him
appearances at several major magic
conventions. He is the creator of
Sketch-O-Magic and Pop Pop Poof!

Out Of My Hat includes close-up
magic as well as stage effects,
children�s routines and illusion tips and
ideas.  Packed with 25 Close-up

Routines and 20 Stage Tricks. Plus routines for kids, tricks with miscellaneous
objects and tips and ideas for illusions.

There is also a special Friends Section with
magic by Fantasio, Mac King, Dan Garrett,
Stephen Bargatze, Steve Marshall, James
Hargrave, David Ginn, Tommy Ellison and
Dan Stapleton.

Book is Softback with Large format, and 250
pages.

�David Garrard has been my good friend for more
than 25 years.  He is one of the most
knowledgeable and proficient magicians I know.�
--Lance Burton

�It was assuring to know that you were going to
be closing our convention.  Your beautiful,
professional, sophisticated style was just the
ticket!  I would highly recommend you to anyone
looking for high quality, magical entertainment.
You are terrific!� --Jep Hostetler, Executive
Director, Columbus Magifest

Soft Cover Only...$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/out-of-my-hat-the-magic-of-david-garrard-by-roger-l-omanson-book/
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Ken Brooke Series

Routined By Ken Brooke
Books from the Ken Brooke Series...

The Chop Cup, Volume 2
Includes the famous routine used by Larry Jennings, also embellished by Roy Johnson.
Workings, moves and routines fully explained, fully illustrated. BONUS: The Conway
Rope effect�a clever rope routine that wows magicians.

Al Koran�s Three Silver Rings, Volume 6
A beautiful ring routine uSing only three rings!  A masterpiece, if done with music.
Quite possibly the finest ever three ring routine with the Linking Rings. Learn the
Koran version and you will have a winner without having to use eight rings! Fully
illustrated.

Linking Ring Routine, Volume 11
Quite possibly one of the most famous routines using the Odin Count.

$15 each     Any Two For...$25

Professional
Routines
For The

Professionals

Original Fred Kaps
Lecture Notes

One of the few lecture notes put together by Fred Kaps.
A rare lecture by a legendary magician!  A fabulous
compilation of the Kaps thinking and routines!
Advanced magic� Yes. Clever magic� Yes.
Entertainment� Yes.

He discusses 15 different routines�lots of knowledge
and information!

$22.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-al-koran-three-silver-rings-vol-6-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-series-the-chop-cup-volume-2-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-linking-ring-routine-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fred-kaps-lecture-notes-ken-brooke/
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Meir Yedid�s Winners
Escapist Coin

Two strong coin routines for casual situations where
everything is examinable at the end.Show two coins
and a broken rubber band. The coins are a US penny
and a dime that have small holes pierced through them.
Thread the penny and dime on the rubber band and
have a spectator hold the two ends of the band so the
coins are trapped in the center.

You then pull on the coins and let them snap back so
they spin and bounce on the band. When they stop
spinning, only the penny is on the rubber band and
the dime is found in your hand. It was seemingly
plucked off the rubber band in a magical and impossible

manner. Everything is examinable at the end.  Includes additional props for a
second routine where a dime is sandwiched between two pennies on a coffee
stirrer and impossibly disintegrates between them. Happens in the spectator�s
hands and everything is examinable at the end.

Comes complete with all gaffed coins, prepared coins, necessary props and an
instructional DVD. Very Easy.

DVD & Gimmick...$40

Heavy Handed
A magical application for the Charpentier Illusion that
will short circuit your spectator�s brain. Guaranteed to
fry them. Making a video trailer that shows the effect
of this routine would be impossible. All you would see
are people smiling and laughing with various facial
expressions of shock and surprise. This unique sensory
illusion happens in the spectator�s mind. It is a one-
on-one effect that completely fools and shocks the
brain. It makes a powerful impact that will be long
remembered by your audiences and friends.

The instructional DVD that teaches the routine begins
with an interactive performance by guiding you through
the effect and has you performing it to yourself. And
even though you will be familiar with the gimmick and props involved, by that
time, you will still be completely fooled. You will try it on yourself multiple times
and fool and surprise yourself every single time. It is mind boggling.

Comes with a custom-made secret prop that was hand-crafted by Wellington
Enterprises and an instructional DVD. Use your own card boxes. Self working.

DVD & Gimmick...$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/escapist-coin-meir-yedid/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/heavy-handed-charlie-frye-and-meir-yedid/
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Brian Watson�s Exclusives
Cupdate
Volume 1

Traditionally, when it comes to the Cups &
Balls, new releases have typically covered the
same re-packaged material time and time
again. Why? Because it�s the oldest trick in the
world and decades and decades go by with no
new material being released. Thanks to Brian
Watson, the Cupdate Series features new
sleights, new methods, new sequences and
improvements on old sleights, moves and
sequences!

Taken directly from Brian�s own working repertoire, the Cupdate Series features
PRACTICAL, WORKING material that you will USE, not flights of fancy that have
never been worked or ideas which simply look good on paper.  There are even
bonus sections on cup care and handling.

VOLUME 1 includes�Topas� Wand Production, Cup Production, No Sleight 3
Ball Production, Complete Sequence, Real World Cup Through Cup Move.
BONUS SECTION: How To Strip A Patina and How To Clean Copper Cups.

$28.50
Cupdate
Volume 2

Traditionally, when it comes to the Cups & Balls,
new releases have typically covered the same
re-packaged material time and time again. Why?
Because it�s the oldest trick in the world and
decades and decades go by with no new material
being released. Thanks to Brian Watson, the
Cupdate Series features new sleights, new
methods, new sequences and improvements on
old sleights, moves and sequences!

Taken directly from Brian�s own working repertoire, the Cupdate Series features
PRACTICAL, WORKING material that you will USE, not flights of fancy that have
never been worked or ideas which simply look good on paper.  There are even
bonus sections on cup care and handling.

VOLUME 2 includes�Clinically Impossible 030 Sequence, Open Retention
Miller Move, Psychology Of The 4th Ball, The Watson Revolution, Williamson-
Watson Penetration.  BONUS SECTION: How To Protect With Wax and Secret
Cup Slicking Method.

$28.50
Save $7 When You Buy Both DVDs For $50.00

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cupdate-vol-1-brian-watson-dvd-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cupdate-vol-2-brian-watson-dvd/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cupdate-vol-1-2-combo-brian-watson-dvd/
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